Welcome to Vancouver! Our fair city tops most lists as one of the best places to live in the world. Some of you may also know that Vancouver will host the Winter Olympics 2010, which has excited the entire populace. Less well known, but even more impressive is the fact that Vancouver will soon host the professional conferences of the History of Science Society, Philosophy of Science Association, and the Society for Social Studies of Science (4S). Combined, these three groups will represent the largest gathering of science-studies scholars ever! Thus, 2006 is actually the year most Vancouverites anticipate with pleasure, not 2010.

Vancouver is Canada’s second largest city, after Toronto. It is also the country’s largest port, its major city on the west coast and a thriving multi-cultural metropolis. A colleague who lives in the Westend (near Stanley Park) commented that nowhere in the world could one step out her front door and walk to beautiful sand beaches (English Bay), wander through a virgin coniferous forest (Stanley Park), amble through a neighborhood filled with a diverse array of cuisines, and stroll to a world-class opera or symphony. Not even New York City can boast of these amenities.

The physical setting is also unparalleled. Nestled between Burrard Inlet to the north and Fraser River (home to the largest salmon runs in North America) to the south, Vancouver is surrounded by the sea and mountains. The Straits of Georgia stretch between the city and Vancouver Island, Howe Sound extends northward to Squamish and on to Whistler (a beautiful drive), and the beginnings of the Coast Range mountains (Grouse Mountain and Lion’s Gate) offer locals three ski areas within sight of downtown. It is truly a spectacular city, for urban dwellers and outdoors people alike.

Vancouver’s climate is moderate and rainy at this time of year. Average monthly highs are 14°C/58°F for October and 9°C/48°F for November. But there is no need to pack a “brolly;” the Hyatt Regency, our conference hotel, provides umbrellas in each guest room.

Downtown Vancouver is a bustling center of new high rises and condominiums (especially in Yaletown), thus creating a thriving nightlife. There are really too many excellent restaurants to mention, featuring the nouvelle cuisine of this region, seafood, and a mind-boggling diversity of Asian foods. Adventurous gastronome are recommended to stroll through Chinatown to sample the various foods available there, but bring a dictionary, since English is a second language in this fascinating part of the city. The aforementioned Yaletown offers many restaurants, catering especially to the young professionals who live in this area. More established restaurants are scattered in the downtown core, especially around Robson Street and just east of the Hyatt Hotel.

Do not miss the chance to visit Stanley Park. This is a jogger’s Mecca, with a seawall that will allow even the longest distance runner to become winded. Those who love to hike can take advantage of well-groomed trails snaking through the virgin forest. There are also formal gardens, an aquarium and zoo, restaurants, a rowing club, and many other activities to enjoy.

It is tempting to provide more alluring details, but part of the wonder of Vancouver is to discover the city on your own. Take the water taxi to Granville Island, wander along the paths lining English Bay, rent a bicycle to explore the University of British Columbia . . . whatever you do, it will be enjoyable! Again, “Welcome to Vancouver.”

—By Keith Benson
Principal, Green College
University of British Columbia
POSITION ANNOUNCEMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY

Michigan State University invites applications for a full-time, tenure-track position as an Assistant Professor beginning fall 2007 in the Lyman Briggs School of Science (LBS) (75%) (http://www.lymanbriggs.msu.edu) and the Department of History (25%) (www.history.msu.edu).

LBS is a vibrant undergraduate, residential program in the College of Natural Science focusing on the study of science and its impact on society. Candidates should have a PhD in the history of science with a specialization in environmental history and ancillary interests in the life sciences. The ideal candidate will be enthusiastic about teaching and will be expected to maintain an active research program. The successful candidate will work closely with undergraduates, teaching four small (15-30 students) courses a year from an introductory freshman course to a Senior Seminar to a graduate course.

The joint appointment with the Department of History in the College of Social Science will add to MSU’s growing cross-college collaboration and access to graduate students. The salary will be competitive and commensurate with experience.

Letters of application, accompanied by a curriculum vitae, writing sample, teaching philosophy and research program statements, and syllabi from previous courses taught should be sent to:

Environmental History Search Committee
Lyman Briggs School
28 East Holmes Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing
MI 48825-1107.

Three reference letters should be sent directly to the above address. All materials must be received by November 15, 2006. Questions should be directed to Prof. Kristie Macrakis, Chair of the Committee, at macrakis@msu.edu.

MSU is an affirmative action, equal opportunity institution. Applicants who are not U. S. citizens or permanent residents must provide a document of employment authorization for the U.S. Persons with disabilities have the right to request and receive reasonable accommodation. Women and minorities are strongly encouraged to apply.
New York Hall of Science to Study How Children Learn Evolution

The New York Hall of Science and five other institutions are beginning a project to research how children acquire the concepts of biological evolution and look at new ways to engage children in exploring the topic. The NSF has awarded a $2.5 million grant for a four-year research project entitled “Life Changes,” which will be conducted by the Hall, the Center for Human Growth and Development, University of Michigan, North Museum of Natural History and Science, Miami Science Museum & Planetarium, and the Association of Science and Technology Centers. The research will culminate in an exhibition designed to engage both children and their parents. The 1,000-square-foot “Life Changes” exhibition will be displayed at the Hall before traveling to other informal science institutions throughout the country. For more information contact the Hall’s public relations office at 718.699.0005 ext. 342 or project director Martin Weiss, V.P., Science, mweiss@nyscience.org.

Contributors Needed for Encyclopedia of World History

Contributors are needed to write six entries for an upcoming 21-volume Encyclopedia of World History (ABC-CLIO). The coverage should be as global as possible, under the broad heading of “Science and Technology.” Agricultural and Animal Sciences Entries (all for the era 1900-1945): Introduction to Topic (600 words), Animal Breeding Worldwide (1,000 words), Advances in Agriculture: Fruits and Vegetables (600 words), Advances in Agriculture: Coffee and Tea (600 words), Advances in Veterinary Medicine (600 words), Commercial Animal Raising (e.g., South Africa, Argentina, New Zealand) (600 words). If interested, please contact micheal.tarver@atu.edu.

Oral History Project Requires Interviewers

ANSYA Enterprise Solutions is conducting oral history related to fusion and is looking for individuals with PhDs in the History of Science. The project deals with interviewing individuals connected to Fusion programs. The interviews will be done in California and England. If you are interested, please contact Madhu Nair; tel: 585.582.5701 or e-mail: mnair@ansya.com.

Science Education Requests

Articles

In 2007 Science Education will publish a special issue and institute a new section of its journal focusing on “Science Studies & Science Education.” For the special issue and the subsequent establishment of the new section on science studies, the journal will solicit manuscripts that develop an understanding of how Science Studies applies to theory, methodology, policy and practice of science education. The deadline for paper submissions is March 31, 2007.

Announcements

The 2006-2007 Maryland Colloquium in the History of Technology monthly colloquium at the University of Maryland will convene on the following dates:

November 2
Chihyung Jeon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, “A Road to Modernization and Unification: the Construction of the Kyoungbu Highway in South Korea.”
December 7
Zachary Schrag, George Mason University, “Silent Gatlings and Blank Cartridges: Gilded Age Attempts at Non-Lethal Riot Control.”
February 8
Guillaume de Syon, Albright College, “‘Fly Me, I’m Safe’: Airline Advertising and the Spread of Aircraft Public Knowledge.”
March 1
Michael Neufeld, National Air and Space Museum, “Space Race Hero or Nazi Villain? Wernher von Braun as Icon in the United States and the Two Ger- manys since 1945.”
April 5
Amy Slaton, Drexel University, “Two Steps Back: Engineering and Race at the University of Maryland in the Separate-But-Equal Era.”


The New York Academy of Medicine Section on the History of Medicine and Public Health announces their lecture season:

October 12
David S. Barnes, “The Great Stink of Paris and the Nineteenth-Century Struggle against Filth and Germs.”
November 8
John P. Swann, “100 Years and More of Misbranding, Adulteration, and Drug Regulation in America.”
December 6
January 25

February 15
March 21
Walton Schalick “School Books, School Days: The Technology of Medical Books in Medieval Paris.”
April 26
May 22
Gerry Oppenheimer, “Shattered Dreams?” The Impact of AIDS on the New South Africa.”

Graduate Programs

The European School of Molecular Medicine (SEMM) announces the official start of its Ph.D. program in ‘Foundations of Life Sciences and Their Ethical Consequences.’ The program will begin accepting applications soon. For further information, please visit the Web site, or contact Francesca Fiore, Education and Information Coordinator, at francesca.fiore@semm.it.

The University of History and Philosophy of Science at the University of Sydney encourages applications for graduate study via a new Australian Government initiative that will double scholarship opportunities in Australia and the Asia-Pacific region. For more details, please see http://www.australian scholarships.gov.au/. For more information on graduate study in HPS at Sydney, please see http://www.usyd.edu.au/hps.

The University of Minnesota announces a new graduate program in History of Science, Technology, and Medicine (see advertisement page 4). In addition to its strong offerings in the social and intellectual history of science, technology, and medicine the new program will allow students to study the history of topics that lie at the boundar- ies of these areas such as biomedical engineering, the biomedical sciences, and the use of computer technology in health care and the health sciences. Financial aid is available, and applications for graduate study are now being accepted for admission in fall 2007. For further information contact: The Program in History of Science, Technology, and Medicine, 148 Tate Laboratory of Physics, University of Minnesota, 116 Church St. SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455. E-mail: hstm@physics.umn.edu, or visit http://hstm.umn.edu/.
The 2006 Stephen M. Straker Memorial Lecture at UBC

Professor Simon J. Schaffer
Department of History and Philosophy of Science
Cambridge University

“Single Vision and Newton’s Sleep”

Wednesday, 1 November 2006
Buchanan A104, The University of British Columbia
4:00-5:30 p.m. Reception to follow.

Stephen M. Straker (1942-2004), the founder of and inspiration for Science and Technology Studies/ History and Philosophy of Science at UBC, was a member of the UBC History Department for more than thirty years. He was a legendary and inspirational teacher of history and philosophy of science as well as a distinguished scholar of early modern science.

Simon J. Schaffer is one of today’s leading historians of science. He was co-winner, with Steven Shapin, of the 2005 Erasmus Prize, which was awarded in the field “History of Science in relation to Culture and Society.” He is the author of scores of important essays and books in history of science and is the editor of The British Journal for History of Science.

We hope that those of you coming to Vancouver for the History of Science Society, Philosophy of Science Association, and Society for Social Studies of Science meetings might think of coming a day early to celebrate Stephen Straker’s legacy.

Resources
The ACLS History E-Book Project (HEB) and Rutgers University Press have published two new electronic titles that bring sound and video into the electronic monograph. Through HEB the Press has issued e-versions of Fred Nadis’ “Wonder Shows: Science, Religion, and Magic on the American Stage,” which incorporates several short films that document the American fascination with the wonders of science and technology. For a list of HEB’s open-source XML tools and features see http://www.historyebook.org/xml-features.html. Subscribers to HEB may access these complete e-books along with 1,300 other titles currently in the collection.

The papers of Dr. Henry Bahnson, a Hopkins trained cardiovascular surgeon, long-time chairman of the department of surgery at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, and a major innovator from the 1950’s to the 1970’s in cardiac surgery, are now available for use at the University Archives of the University of Pittsburgh. For further information contact: Ms. Marianne Kasica; (tel.) 412.244.7078 or e-mail miananne@pitt.edu.

In Memoriam
Audrey B. Davis, wife of Miles Davis, died on 29 August 2006. A former officer of the History of Science Society, Audrey served as Secretary from 1982 to 1985. She and Miles were steadfast supporters of the HSS, establishing in 1985 the Watson Davis and Helen Miles Davis Prize, which was named for the former director of Science Service and his wife. Her support of the Society for these many years is deeply appreciated.

Web sites
A new Web site on the history of smallpox may be found at http://www.smallpoxhistory.ucl.ac.uk/. For information on events, conferences and exhibitions in the Berlin region on History of Science and Technology, point your browser to http://www.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/en/aktuelles/berlinkalender.html.

Correction
In the obituary notice for David L. Cowen (July 2006 Newsletter), two errors appeared. Professor Cowen died on 14 April 2006, not the sixteenth as originally stated. As well, his book Medicine and Health in New Jersey: A History was written for New Jersey’s tercentennial celebration, not its bicentennial.

New Graduate Program

University of Minnesota

History of Science, Technology, & Medicine

The University of Minnesota is pleased to announce the formation of a new graduate program in History of Science, Technology, and Medicine resulting from the merger of the long-established graduate programs in History of Science and Technology and History of Medicine. In addition to its strong offerings in the social and intellectual history of science, technology, and medicine the new program will allow students to study the history of topics that lie at the boundaries of these areas, such as biomedical engineering, the biomedical sciences, and the use of computer technology in health care and the health sciences. Substantial financial aid is available in the form of fellowships and teaching and research assistantships, and applications for graduate study are now being accepted for admission in fall 2007.

The new program has eleven faculty members:

- Jennifer Alexander
  (modern European technology)
- Mark Borrello
  (modern biology)
- John M. Eyler
  (modern medicine and public health)
- Jennifer Gunn
  (modern medicine and social sciences)
- Michel Janssen
  (modern physics)
- Susan Jones
  (modern biomedical and life sciences)
- Sally Gregory Kohlstedt
  (American science)
- Tom Misa
  (modern technology and culture)
- Robert W. Seidel
  (19th and 20th century science and science-based technologies)
- Jole Shackelford
  (Renaissance medicine)
- Alan E. Shapiro
  (early-modern physical sciences)

For further information contact: The Program in History of Science, Technology, and Medicine, 148 Tate Laboratory of Physics, 116 Church St. SE, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455, or at hstm@physics.umn.edu, or visit the Web page at http://hstm.umn.edu/.
A gift of a major library on history of science to The Huntington

An unprecedented gift to The Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens will substantially expand its holdings in the field of the history of science and technology, making it one of the most extensive collections in this field in the world.

The gift is the entire Cambridge, Massachusetts-based Burndy Library, composed of some 67,000 rare books and reference volumes, as well as a collection of scientific instruments.

The Burndy Library, founded by Ukrainian-born and Connecticut-based inventor and industrialist Bern Dibner (1897-1988), is the largest library collection to come to The Huntington since Henry E. Huntington's founding gift to the institution in 1919. The Burndy Library consists of an extensive collection in the history of science and technology with a strong focus on the physical sciences. The Burndy material is slated to move to The Huntington in fall 2006.

The Burndy Library comprises important materials from antiquity to the 20th century, with a particular emphasis on 18th-century physics, including collections by and about Isaac Newton, as well as major collections in 18th- and 19th-century mathematics, the history of electricity, civil and structural engineering, optics and color theory, among others. The collection includes such rare treasures as a 1544 edition of Archimedes' *Philosophiæ Geometriae*, a first edition of Robert Boyle's *Experiments and Notes about the Mechanical Origine or Production of Electricity* (1675) and the scientific library of Louis Pasteur.

Bern Dibner designed and patented the first solderless electrical connector—a new way to join cable and wire—and founded the Burndy Engineering Company in 1924. He established the Burndy Library in 1941 to house his growing collection of rare books and manuscripts. Dibner, a scholar as well as businessman, was fascinated by Leonardo da Vinci and the history of science. He enrolled at the University of Zurich in 1936 to study the subject. It was during this period that he began his lifelong avocation in the history of science and technology as a book collector, patron of the embryonic field of scholarship, and as a prolific author.

Shortly before his death in 1988, Bern Dibner expressed his desire that an institute dedicated to the study of the history of science and technology be founded in the Cambridge area. In 1992 David Dibner, Bern's son and only child, and David's wife Frances set about to fulfill Bern's dream by establishing the Dibner Institute for the History of Science and Technology at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Anticipating the expiration of the hosting arrangement with MIT in 2007, the Dibners began looking at other possible locations and, after a national search, decided on The Huntington.

David Dibner

The Huntington has one of the most heavily used rare books libraries in the nation outside of the Library of Congress, delivering more than 350,000 rare items to some 1,700 visiting scholars each year. One of its strong collecting areas is the history of science and technology, documenting the growth of fundamental areas of scientific inquiry from the 12th century up to the dawn of the 21st.

The Huntington Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens is a collections-based research and educational institution serving scholars and the general public. More information can be found on the Web at www.huntington.org.

Future HISS Meetings

Washington, DC
(1-4 Nov. 2007)

Pittsburgh, PA
(Joint Meeting with PSA, 6-9 Nov. 2008)
John Perhonis retires as NSF Associate Program Director

John Perhonis recently announced his retirement as NSF Associate Program Director. Since 1995 he has been Associate Program Director in both the Science and Technology Studies Program and the Societal Dimensions in Engineering, Science, Technology Program, where he manages the dissertation proposals. He also manages the funding of the ethics components for the NSF Research Experience for Undergraduate Program, and is Program Manager of the Social, Behavioral, and Economic Sciences Minority Post-Doctoral Fellowship Program. He gives a brief overview of his work.

I joined the STS program at NSF under Ron Overmann in 1994. Since I came from another part of NSF with a free staff position as well, Ron was quite eager to have me. As Ron said at the time when making the case to the higher ups: If John handles even one or two of my proposals that will be a relief. In effect, within several years, and after Ed Hackett joined as program officer (with Ron’s retirement), I was doing all the STS dissertation proposals, among other related duties, some of which were in other programs. At that time, there were maybe 20 STS dissertation proposals each bi-yearly competition, mostly in history and philosophy of science. Twelve years later we have on the average of between 30-40 each competition, and as many as 50 in some competitions, half of which come from social studies of science, an expanding area over the 12 years. In the 12 years I have run the dissertation program, I have looked at and sent out for review approximately 700 STS dissertation proposals and have made almost 300 awards. We had at least a 33% success rate, and in the early years we sometimes were able to fund half of the dissertations (there were less of them).

I have stories to tell, but generally my greatest satisfaction, besides making the awards, is having a student come up to me at a meeting and say that he/she couldn’t have finished his/her dissertation without the NSF support. I have also been generally impressed by the caliber (and good graces) of all the students I have been in contact with mostly via e-mail, both awardees and decliners, and I’m proud of the feedback I have offered them through the review process and proud of how many of them have used such feedback to come back again and finally get awarded after first getting declined. As a lonely government bureaucrat, I have felt gratified by any and all contact with students (except those that phone me five times a day, not having batched their questions), in any form, and I must say, the declines have accepted their declines with humility and the awardees have been appropriately ecstatic. I hoped I have helped in some way with the future of the academic fields, and also the future of some of the dissertation students. Many dissertations have resulted in books and our shelves proudly display them. I hope the program can continue to offer dedicated support from a program officer for the dissertations as a distinct group of proposals because they have their own needs, issues, and of course satisfactions. I’m leaving NSF because I am old enough to be concerned about framing my life differently for a while, and then see what new things emerge, and, after 12 years, it’s time to give someone else a shot at it.

Editor’s Note: If you see John at the meeting in Vancouver, please let him know how much you appreciate his work for our discipline.

Awards, Honors, and Appointments

Jim Endersby has been appointed to a permanent lectureship in the History Department at the University of Sussex, where he will be teaching the history of science, focusing on Britain in the 19th Century.

Sandra Herbert (History, UMBC) will be Distinguished Visiting Scholar at Christ’s College, Cambridge during the 2006-2007 academic year.

Chuang Liu of the Philosophy Department of the University of Florida has been awarded a National Science Foundation grant, his second. His project “Quantum Measurement at the Limit” was funded within the NSF Science and Society Program. His goal is to “argue for a new solution to the measurement problem (MP): a solution under the idealization of macroscopic limit... MP is one of the main problems, if not the problem, at the foundations of physics.”

Nancy J. Nersessian (Georgia Institute of Technology) has been elected a Foreign Member of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Eric Schuettpelz is the recipient of the 2006 Lawrence Memorial Award. For his dissertation research, Mr. Schuettpelz has undertaken a study of understanding the origin and diversification of fern epiphytes.

James Secord (History and Philosophy of Science Department at the University of Cambridge) has been appointed director of the Darwin Correspondence Project. His appointment, which follows the retirement of Duncan Porter, comes at a pivotal time for the project, which has just published the fifteenth volume of what will eventually be a thirty-volume edition of all known letters written both by and to Charles Darwin.

Clarkson University History Professor Sheila Weiss has been named a Daimler-Chrysler Fellow at the American Academy in Berlin. Weiss will spend the fall semester in Berlin working on a biography of the German human geneticist Otmar Freiherr von Verschuer (1896-1969), the dissertation advisor of the notorious Auschwitz doctor Josef Mengele.
The following announcements have been edited for space. For full descriptions and for the latest announcements, please visit our Web site (http://hssonline.org). The Society does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of any item, and potential applicants should verify all details, especially closing dates, with the organization or foundation of interest. Those who wish to publish a grant, fellowship, or prize announcement should send an electronic version of the posting to newsletter@hssonline.org.

**Lawrence Memorial Award**
The annual Award ($2,000) is given to support travel for doctoral dissertation research in systematic botany or horticulture, or the history of the plant sciences, including literature and exploration. Professors are urged to nominate students who have achieved official candidacy. Letters of nomination and supporting materials, including seconding letters, should be received by the Committee no later than 1 May 2007 and should be directed to: Dr. R. W. Kiger, Hunt Institute, Carnegie Mellon University, 5000 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890 USA. Tel. 412-268-2434.

**The H. Richard Tyler Award**
This award sponsored by the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) encourages historical research using the AAN Rare Books Collection at the Bernard Becker Medical Library at the Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis, MO. The award provides up to $1,200 for research expenses. Applications can be submitted online from the AAN Web site at: http://www.aan.com/awards. The AAN Rare Books Collection consists of more than 3,000 classic textbooks and monographs predating the founding of the AAN in 1948 and the contemporary period of medical publishing. For more information, visit the Archives and Rare Books section of the Becker Library Web site at http://becker.wusl.edu/aan.

**Lemelson Center Fellowships 2007**
The Lemelson Center Fellows Program supports projects that present creative approaches to the study of invention and innovation in American society. The fellowship program provides access to the Smithsonian’s vast collections. The Center offers fellowships to scholars and professionals who are pre- or postdoctoral candidates or who have completed advanced professional training. Fellowships are awarded for a maximum of ten weeks and carry a prorated stipend. Application deadline is 15 January 2007. Applications may be found at http://invention smithsonian.org/fellowships.

**Akademie Schloss Solitude Residency Program**
Three jurors will select the program’s fellows for a residence fellowship of six to twelve months in duration from the following disciplines: economics, humanities, and engineering sciences. Each fellowship recipient is granted Euro 1000 per month, in addition to free lodging. Application deadline is 31 October 2006. For more information, e-mail: mail@akademie-solitude.de.

**Roy Porter Student Essay Prize Competition**
The Society for the Social History of Medicine (SSHM) invites submissions to its 2006 Roy Porter Student Essay Prize Competition. The prize will be awarded to the best original, unpublished essay in the social history of medicine submitted to the competition as judged by the SSHM’s assessment panel. The winner will be awarded £500, and his or her entry may also be published in the journal, Social History of Medicine. Deadline: 31 December 2006. For more information, contact Elizabeth Ihrig, Librarian, The Bakken Library and Museum, 5537 Zenith Avenue So., Minneapolis, MN 55416; tel. 612-926-3878 ext. 227, fax. (612) 927-7265, or e-mail ihrig@thebakken.org.

**The Victor and Joy Wouk Grant-in-Aid Program**
California Institute of Technology: Grant-in-Aid offers research assistance of up to $2000 for work in the Papers of Victor Wouk in the Caltech Archives. The Maurice A. Biot Archives Fund and other designated funds offer research assistance up to $1500 to use the collections of the Caltech Archives. Please visit: http://archives.caltech.edu. Applications are reviewed on January 1, April 1, July 1 and October 1 of each year.

**The University of Oklahoma Travel Fellowship Program**
The Andrew W. Mellon Travel Fellowship Program helps visitors to make use of the University’s History of Science Collections. Proposals from scholars at both predoctoral and postdoctoral levels are evaluated continuously upon receipt, and funds awarded shortly after the decision is made. E-mail: kmagnuder@ou.edu or mgollvie@ou.edu. Web site: http://libraries.ou.edu/etc/histsci/mellon.asp.

**Grants in Aid for History of Modern Physics**
The Center for History of Physics of the American Institute of Physics has a program of grants-in-aid for research in the history of modern physics and allied sciences and their social interactions. Grants can be up to $2,000 (for reimbursement of expenses for travel and subsistence to use the resources of the Center’s Niels Bohr Library in College Park, Maryland, or expenses to tape-record oral history interviews or microfilm archival materials). Apply to: Spencer Weart, Center for History of Physics, American Institute of Physics, One Physics Ellipse, College Park, MD 20740. E-mail: weart@ aip.org. Phone: (301) 209-3174. Fax: (301) 209-0882. Deadlines: 15 April, 15 November. http://www.aip.org/history/

**INA Grant-in-Aid Program**
The International Neuropsychopharmacology Archives (INA) announces the availability of grants of up to $1,500 to support research at the INA at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center Archives, Nashville, Tennessee. U.S. Grants will be given four times a year. Deadlines are: 1 March, 1 June, 1 September, 1 December. Completed applications should be sent by the deadline to: INA Grant-in-Aid Program, c/o CINP Central Office, 1608 17th Avenue South, Nashville, TN 37212, U.S.

**Residencies at the Institute for Advanced Study**
The School of Social Science at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, NJ, welcomes applications in economics, political science, law, psychology, sociology and anthropology. For 2007-2008 the focus will be The Rule of Law Under Pressure. Deadline is 15 November, 2006. For more information: http://www.cias.ias.edu/applications.

**The BSHS Singer Prize 2006**
The Singer Prize, of up to £500, is awarded by the BSHS every two years to the writer of an unpublished essay based in original research into any aspect of the history of medicine, technology or medicine. The Prize is intended for younger scholars or recent entrants into the profession. Essays on offer or in press will not be eligible. Deadline: 15 December 2006. Enquiries: secretary@bshs.org.U.K Visit: http://www.bshs.org.U.K.

**2007 Jerry Stannard Memorial Award**
The $1,000 award is given by the University of Kansas for an outstanding published or unpublished scholarly study in the pre-1700 fields of materia medica, medicinal botany, pharmacy, folklore of drug therapy, and the bibliography of these areas. The competition is open to graduate students and to recent recipients of a doctoral degree. Manuscripts must be in English, French or German, and should include a one-page abstract in English, a current c.v., and a letter of recommendation from an established scholar in the field. Deadline: 15 February 2007. Address manuscripts and correspondence to: The Stannard Award Committee, Attn: Prof. Victor Bailey, Dept. of History, University of Kansas, Wescoe Hall, 1445 Jayhawk Blvd. Room 3001, Lawrence, KS 66045-7590, USA.
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Jobs

The following announcements have been edited for space. For full descriptions and for the latest announcements, please visit http://hssonline.org. The Society does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of any item, and interested persons should verify all details. Those who wish to publish a job announcement should send an electronic version of the posting to newsletter@hssonline.org.

The University of Minnesota Program in History of Science and Technology, Twin Cities campus, invites applications for a one-year, temporary Assistant Professor position beginning September 2007. Deadline: 22 November 2006. For additional information, see: http://employment.umn.edu/applicants/central/quickFind=52992.

Columbia College Chicago invites applications for the position of Dean of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Review of applications will begin in Fall 2006. For more information, contact Richard D. Shabrac e-mail: shabrac@aol.com.

The University of California at Berkeley offers a tenure-track, nine-month career position in the Department of Environmental Science, Policy, and Management, Division of Society and Environmen, and the Agricultural Experiment Station, beginning 1 July 2007. Applications must be electronically dated or postmarked by 15 October 2006. Electronic submissions preferred; send pdf files to: STESearch@nature.Berkeley.edu.


The University of Oklahoma seeks an assistant professor (tenure-track) or associate professor (tenured) in the field of history of science, technology or medicine, beginning 1 July 2007. Scholarship should address the modern history of science, technology or medicine in any period from antiquity to 1800 in any national or regional context. Review will begin 16 October and continue until the position is filled. Send a c.v., writing sample, and/or three letters of reference to: Steven J. Livesey, Search Committee Chair, Department of the History of Science, University of Oklahoma, 601 Elm, Room 625, Norman, OK 73019-3106. Tel.: 405-325-2213; Fax: 405-325-2363; email: slivesey@ou.edu; http://www.ou.edu/cas/hsci/.

The University of California seeks an assistant professor (tenure-track) in the Department of the History of Science. Starting date 16 August 2007. Scholarship should address the history of science, technology or medicine in any period from antiquity to 1800 in any national or regional context. Review will begin 16 October and continue until the position is filled. Send c.v., writing sample, and the names of three individuals writing recommendation letters to: Katherine Pandora, Search Committee Chair, Department of the History of Science, University of Oklahoma, 601 Elm, Room 625, Norman, OK 73019-3106. Tel. 405-325-3427; Fax: 405-325-2363; email: kpandora@ou.edu; http://www.ou.edu/cas/hsci/.

The University of Oklahoma seeks an assistant professor (tenure-track) or associate professor (tenured) in the Department of the History of Science. Starting date is 16 August 2007. Scholarship should address the modern history of science, technology or medicine outside North America. Review will begin 16 October and continue until the position is filled. Send c.v., a writing sample, and the names of three individuals writing recommendation letters to Katherine Pandora, Search Committee Chair, Department of the History of Science, University of Oklahoma, 601 Elm, Room 625, Norman, OK 73019-3106. Tel. 405-325-3427; Fax: 405-325-2363; email: kpandora@ou.edu; http://www.ou.edu/cas/hsci/.


The University of Vienna seeks a professor in history and philosophy of science. Deadline: 20 October 2006. Written applications quoting reference number 2006/13 Fak including a c.v., list of publications, description of previous relevant activities, statement of previously conducted courses, and a teaching and research concept should be submitted to: Office for Human Resources and Advancement of Women at the University of Vienna, Dr.-Karl-Lueger-Ring 1, 1010 Vienna, Austria.

The Department of History at Case Western Reserve University invites applications for a tenured or tenure-track appointment, rank open, in the field of history of science, technology, environment, or medicine, beginning 1 July 2007. For more information, contact Marissa Ross e-mail: mr14@case.edu.

The University of California at Berkeley offers a tenured or tenure-track appointment, rank open, in the field of history of science, technology, environment, or medicine, beginning 1 July 2007. Scholarship should address the modern history of science, technology or medicine in any period from antiquity to 1800 in any national or regional context. Review will begin 16 October and continue until the position is filled. Send a c.v., placement file, and/or three letters of reference to: Chair, History of Science Search Committee, Department of History, 0104 HS, University of California-San Diego, 9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla, CA 92039-1041.

The University of California at Berkeley offers a tenured or tenure-track appointment, rank open, in the field of history of science, technology, environment, or medicine, beginning 1 July 2007. Scholarship should address the modern history of science, technology or medicine in any period from antiquity to 1800 in any national or regional context. Review will begin 16 October and continue until the position is filled. Send c.v., writing sample, and the names of three individuals writing recommendation letters to: Steven J. Livesey, Search Committee Chair, Department of the History of Science, University of Oklahoma, 601 Elm, Room 625, Norman, OK 73019-3106. Tel.: 405-325-2213; Fax: 405-325-2363; email: slivesey@ou.edu; http://www.ou.edu/cas/hsci/.

The University of California at Berkeley offers a tenured or tenure-track appointment, rank open, in the field of history of science, technology, environment, or medicine, beginning 1 July 2007. Scholarship should address the modern history of science, technology or medicine in any period from antiquity to 1800 in any national or regional context. Review will begin 16 October and continue until the position is filled. Send c.v., writing sample, and the names of three individuals writing recommendation letters to: Steven J. Livesey, Search Committee Chair, Department of the History of Science, University of Oklahoma, 601 Elm, Room 625, Norman, OK 73019-3106. Tel.: 405-325-2213; Fax: 405-325-2363; email: slivesey@ou.edu; http://www.ou.edu/cas/hsci/.

The University of California at Berkeley offers a tenured or tenure-track appointment, rank open, in the field of history of science, technology, environment, or medicine, beginning 1 July 2007. Scholarship should address the modern history of science, technology or medicine in any period from antiquity to 1800 in any national or regional context. Review will begin 16 October and continue until the position is filled. Send c.v., writing sample, and the names of three individuals writing recommendation letters to: Steven J. Livesey, Search Committee Chair, Department of the History of Science, University of Oklahoma, 601 Elm, Room 625, Norman, OK 73019-3106. Tel.: 405-325-2213; Fax: 405-325-2363; email: slivesey@ou.edu; http://www.ou.edu/cas/hsci/.

The Bard Graduate Center announces a post-doctoral fellowship for the academic
The Pembroke Center at Brown University announces three residential postdoctoral fellowships for 2007-08. Fellows participate in a weekly research seminar and pursue individual research. The 2007-08 research topic is “The Question of Identity in Psychoanalysis.” The term of appointment is 1 September 2007–31 May 2008. For application forms, e-mail: Donna_Goodnow@brown.edu.

The Center for Society and Genetics at UCLA seeks a c.o.-director. Application review will begin 1 January 2007. Send letter of application, c.v., statement of research and teaching interests, names of referees, and samples of scholarship to: Chair, CSG Co-Director Search Committee, UCLA Center for Society and Genetics, Box 957221, 1323 Rolfe Hall, Los Angeles, CA 90095-7221, Posting #: 3022-0608-01. Further information, contact Norton Wise: e-mail: nortonw@history.ucla.edu.

The Lewis Department of Humanities at Illinois Institute of Technology seeks an historian of science and technology at the level of assistant professor (tenure track), beginning August 2007. Research and teaching areas of particular interest include interactions among science, engineering, technology, and the wider society; and public understanding of technology and science. Send letter of interest, c.v., three letters of recommendation, and a writing sample to: Warren Schmaus; History Search Committee; Lewis Department of Humanities; Illinois Institute of Technology; 3301 S Dearborn, Chicago, IL 60616. Review will begin 15 October and continue until the position is filled. Further information, contact Warren Schmaus: e-mail: schmaus@iit.edu.

The University of Pittsburgh is an Affirmative Action, Equal Opportunity Employer. Women and members of minority groups under-represented in academia are especially encouraged to apply.

Deadline for Applications: Review of complete applications will begin on December 1, 2006 and will continue until the position is filled.
Physics Reaching Out

Spencer Weart – Online at the American Institute of Physics

Death and a dearth of records caused the creation of a physics history center in 1965. “Einstein had died; Schrödinger had died. Some of the physicists recognized that the older people were dying off and no one had recorded their memories,” says Spencer Weart, Director of the Center for History of Physics at the American Institute of Physics (AIP).

As a result, the Archives for the History of Quantum Physics project, interviewed Niels Bohr just before his death, followed by interviews with Werner Heisenberg, Paul Dirac, J. Robert Oppenheimer and many others. In the course of these conversations, the realization dawned that an even more valuable resource was the physicists’ correspondence — and nothing had been done to preserve these (Enrico Fermi’s papers were the only ones deposited in an archive at that time). The three-year project metamorphosed into a permanent program funded by the AIP, with a mission to preserve and make known materials related to the history of physics and allied sciences like astronomy and geophysics. "We deal with nineteenth- and twentieth-century science," says Weart. "Earlier material is either preserved or it isn’t — it’s too late to do anything about it."

Joe Anderson, who heads the AIP History Center’s Niels Bohr Library and archives, tracks down the papers of retiring or recently deceased physicists, sometimes as far as their local dumpster. Few of these papers end up at the Center, says Weart. "We try to be honest brokers and ensure that papers go to the most appropriate repository." The Center does catalog everything it finds, no matter the final destination, and the information is available on the center’s Web site. "We rely on our friends to give us information," says Weart, "to point us to archives and people — and to give us money. Bequests and donations of cash or books are very significant to us."

The Center offers its collected knowledge to the wider world. Web exhibits on such popular figures as Einstein and Marie Curie receive millions of visits a year, especially at times when students are writing term papers. Along with students, scientists are frequent visitors. Not all are in search of facts; one recent visitor gave an occupation of “mentally ill” and the visit’s purpose as “amusement.”

Weart, who replaced the Center’s pioneer director Charles Wiener back in 1971, says that since then the Internet has short-circuited the Center’s traditional three-step model of saving archival knowledge to be used by professional scholars for works that would be repackaged by popular writers and teachers for a general audience. The Internet is a more powerful tool, which Weart believes historians undervalue. With a little sophistication in search engine placement and design (such as breaking up long essays into sections, since engines search only the first ten or so pages), a much wider audience can be reached. "I have on the Internet a detailed study of ‘The Discovery of Global Warming’ [http://www.aip.org/history/climate] that gets from several hundred to a thousand visits a day. What scholarly tome is picked up by a thousand people a day?" says Weart.

While acknowledging that most people search for specific information, or simply browse, he adds that user feedback and usage-tracking software show some people read the entire 250,000-word “book.”

Another Internet advantage is the ease of correcting and updating information. For example, new information about Einstein’s love life means some people read the entire 250,000-word “book.”

Feedback from the center’s Web site backs up Weart’s belief that people use the history of science (like most history) largely to understand current concerns. "They visit not because they have a specific interest in history, but in how sure are scientists of global warning, or why do physicists build nuclear weapons, or what the devil does the uncertainty principle really mean." Questions like these, Weart says, have brought historians of physics to engage with the world increasingly since the end of World War II. New biographies of Oppenheimer and other Manhattan Project subjects show that interest is keener than ever. "These long debates about should we have dropped the bomb on Hiroshima, people don’t care so much about that,” says Weart. "They’re asking, ‘Is it moral to drop the bomb on Iran?’ History is a way of disengaging yourself from current prejudices and drives and examining an issue in the abstract."

History of physics is flourishing as a discipline, says Weart, who has a Ph.D. in physics and astrophysics from the University of Colorado, Boulder. "Lots of bright people, lots of books coming up, and more articles being written than ever." But that reflects the scholastic side; there are few good places to publish articles for the public, and professional historians of science have written few books that have reached a wide audience. On the plus side, the balance sheet does show an “increase in Web access and public television shows, and even in movies and plays, with increasing sophistication — a good example being Michael Frayn’s play ‘Copenhagen.’"

A greater focus by historians on observation, experimentation and instrumentation, rather than only theory and philosophy, reflects recent changes in the field, Weart says. Unfortunately, not enough historians understand physics deeply. Fortunately for the discipline, the cultural wars over the social construction of reality, which centered on the history of physics, have died down, to Weart’s relief. "People have been able to get back to their business rather than the metahistorical, which doesn’t take you anywhere, ultimately.”

The physics and astronomy community was the first to establish a history center; and this community remains unusually historically aware, says Weart, especially when it comes to preserving archives and papers. As for individual scientists, adds Weart, “some are completely unaware of history, some are fascinated by it in general, and some are concerned with their own positions in memory.”

“A fair amount of ego is involved. Scientists have fine brains and could earn a lot of money doing something else. But they are more interested in their contribution to posterity. History is relevant to them and they can become quite personally engaged in it.”

— By Michal Meyer

Editor’s Note: Dr. Weart will deliver the 2006 distinguished lecture for the Forum for the History of Science in America at the Vancouver meeting.
Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg engaged in a long and intimate collaboration throughout the 1930s, creating the quantum physics that has radically transformed philosophy and daily life. Michael Frayn’s recent play *Copenhagen* is bringing this extraordinary chapter in the history of physics to a wide audience, showing with laudable accuracy and artistry the collaboration’s deep friendship, intellectual rivalry, and final collapse.

As a side-effect of the play’s popularity, the Center for History of Physics at the American Institute of Physics has received dozens of requests for copies of one or both of the photographs shown here. These images illuminate, in a compact and moving fashion, the collaboration of the two great physicists at its peak.

The photographs were taken in 1934 by a teenage boy, Paul Ehrenfest, Jr., son of the noted physicist Ehrenfest senior. Copies wound up in the hands of Victor Weisskopf, another of the outstanding scientists who passed through Bohr’s institute in Copenhagen. Weisskopf eventually donated his photograph collection to the Center for History of Physics. Ehrenfest’s snapshots are now included in the selection of images (about one-third of AIP’s holdings) available online in the Center’s Emilio Segre Visual Archives at http://www.aip.org/history/esva.

In these images we stand as silent visitors in the lunchroom of Bohr’s institute. Note the Carlsberg beer bottles: Bohr and his group were partly supported by a bequest from the founder of the brewery. The world-famous teacher and his greatest student are eating, drinking, laughing and — as usual — vigorously arguing.

Somebody, presumably Weisskopf or Ehrenfest junior, wrote on the back of the photo that shows Bohr speaking: “Ja, ja, Heisenberg, aber– ” (“Yes, yes, Heisenberg, but– ”).
For historian Emily Thompson, there is more to modernity than meets the eye. The sounds of America – from the concussion of drills to the melodies of Radio City Music Hall – tell a story to those trained to listen. It’s a story of the age of the machine and of the changing nature of American life. “I’m adding an aural or sonic dimension to the machine age,” Thompson says, “a new sound world accompanying the new visual world.”

And others have listened as Thompson chronicled the noise of history in the first third of the twentieth century through her book, The Soundscape of Modernity. Last year, the University of California historian was awarded a $500,000 MacArthur Grant. The telephone’s insistent call began the moment the award was announced. “What were you doing when they called?” all the journalists asked. “What will you do with the money?” they wanted to know. Thompson plans to spend the cash, mainly on academically worthwhile adventures: research trips, saving old film currently decaying in motion picture archives, writing, and finding a place to live. “With the cost of real estate in California,” she says, “it will help me upgrade from a unit to a hovel.”

Another question asked by every journalist: “What was your childhood like?” She played the flute, she says. Always interested in architecture as well as music, Thompson worked in sound engineering and radio production. After her undergraduate degree, she planned on a job as an acoustical consultant, designing concert halls. “It was a way to bring together music, science, and architecture. It didn’t happen. I got a job doing electrical engineering.”

A year working at Bell Labs in New Jersey left Thompson unfulfilled and looking for other interests. “I was playing hooky from my integrated circuits one afternoon, poking around in library stacks, and found a copy of Isis. The history of science sounded interesting to me, a bridge from my technical background to the humanities, a way to continue my education and take my interest in sound with me.” From the very beginning of graduate school, Thompson planned to write about acoustics and architecture.

The science of acoustics in America began with an echoing lecture hall at Harvard University. Reverberations frayed the words of speakers, so in 1895 Harvard’s president asked physics professor Wallace Sabine to find the problem and fix it. Along with an organ pipe and seat cushions as mufflers, Sabine became a latenight fixture on campus as he measured loudness and reverberation at various spots, using his ears as his only measuring instrument. Two years later, the president asked for a progress report. Sabine responded that he needed more time, several years, in fact; but the president put his foot down and so Sabine came up with a solution. He produced a graph that plotted the number of seat cushions versus the time it took echoes to die away, deriving an equation used by scientists until the Thirties.

Thompson’s work does speak to scientists in the field. Her book not only won a Society for the History of Technology book prize in 2005, it was also recognized by the Acoustical Society of America. Though gratified by their interest, she says she is not so much writing for the scientists whose history she tells, but rather for a general audience. Thompson turns what would otherwise be a dry history of applied physics into a living story by focusing on the people. “You take a huge step towards that goal simply by writing well, by paying attention to the quality of the writing and by paying attention to the narrative, told as much as possible through people’s lives.”

Thompson uses her protagonists, such as Sabine and music composers of the Twenties, to move the story forward. Much of her research included primary source texts such as city reports on noise pollution and scientific papers of the time. “To make the story work more successfully as a book I had to read through the paper to the people who created it.” This approach, combined with an attention to the technical details as part of the larger story, allows both a scientific and a general audience to enjoy the book.

Attuning her ear to the project was simple. Thompson stuck her head out the window and listened to the sounds of the city. The sounds of the city became the core of the book – the problems of urban noise, the din of the machine age and how people responded to that. Most wanted to muffle

The Italian painter turned musician Luigi Russolo built an assortment of instruments he named howlers, roarsers, cracklers, hissers, and whistlers, all in an attempt to create a vital new music for the new world.... The crowd, writes Thompson, broke into a violent uproar. The music continued as the Futurists hurled themselves into the audience and attempted to beat musical sense into the ears of the listeners. All in all, eleven people ended up in hospital, none of them Futurists.
The close quarters of the city, and the constant building of the city in the Roaring Twenties changed the nature of sound, says Thompson. Raucous and loud, individuals and the city tried hard to control the sounds of the times. New York began to map and measure noise levels with Noise Measuring Trucks filled with equipment and Bell Lab technicians. Scientists created the decibel as a measure of loudness and technicians roamed the city’s streets and alleys measuring the intensity and worth of sounds.

The soundscape of Modernity
Architectural Acoustics and the Culture of Listening in America, 1900-1955

Emily Thompson

The close quarters of the city and the constant building of the city in the Roaring Twenties changed the nature of sound, says Thompson. Raucous and loud, individuals and the city tried hard to control the sounds of the times. New York began to map and measure noise levels with Noise Measuring Trucks filled with equipment and Bell Lab technicians. Scientists created the decibel as a measure of loudness and technicians roamed the city’s streets and alleys measuring the intensity and worth of sounds.

Thompson found more than just jazz and quieted offices while working on her book; she discovered a like-minded community. The place of sound in culture had grown into a field of study over the past ten years, and individuals working on the sounds of slavery in the south or the sounds of religion and architecture found each other as they published their books. “I feel I’ve been part of a little zeitgeist,” says Thompson, of this group of less than a dozen that includes historians, sociologists, and ethnomusicologists.

Vision has a place for the sound historian, as long as it’s historical. Pictures and illustrations fill the pages of Thompson’s book; the cover is a 1926 painting by Vassily Kadinsky called *Three Sounds*, a painting loved by Thompson since her college days.

Some of the MacArthur money will go towards film preservation. Thompson wants to identify endangered films relevant to her current project, on the transition from silent to sound motion pictures, to save them for herself and for future historians. “A lot of these movies exist in archives, but the film itself is chemically unstable and sits there and decomposes no matter how carefully you store it.” While some film 100 years old is in perfect condition, in others the nitrate destabilizes and emits toxic gases. Even worse, says Thompson, film that goes bad infects stable reels and must be quarantined.

At one point Hollywood took an interest in Thompson’s sound studies. The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences gave her a fellowship and time to work on her project, which included a fire that destroyed a Harlem soundstage in 1929. Ten people died in the fire and a number of studio executives faced manslaughter charges. It all ended with municipal scandals and a mayoral resignation. Thompson tracked down some descendants of the indicted men, one of whom is a Hollywood director. “He’d never heard much about it as a child. He was Mr. Hollywood, he was calling me honey and baby, and he said, ‘Baby we have to make a movie out of this.’ Nobody ever said that to me before.”

Thompson’s book concludes in the early Thirties. By then sound engineers had perfected ways of banishing echoes from music halls, sound stages, and even churches. Gone were connections between sound and space: churches lost their ringing grandeur and concert halls produced a sound too clinical for twenty-first century ears. Science and the machine age combined to produce a sound as technologically pure as engineers could make it. Says Thompson: “The early 20th century in the United States feels like a period of tremendous changes — cultural change and technical change — and I find it endlessly fascinating. This is my era and I’m sticking with it.”

— by Michal Meyer
Future Meetings

Calls for Papers

BSH Postgraduate Conference, 4-6 January 2007 at Durham University. Deadline: 8 November 2006. Please send a brief abstract (not more than 250 words) to bshs.pg2007@durham.ac.uk. Or write to: BSH Postgraduate Conference 2007, Durham University, Philosophy Department, 50 Old Elvet, Durham, DH1 3HN, United Kingdom. http://www.dur.ac.uk/bshs.pg2007/bsphpg2007.html.

Gender & Technology Plenary Session. To be held 14-17 February 2007 at the Hyatt Regency, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Inquiries and/or abstracts of 250 words may be sent to Brian Still at brian.still@ttu.edu. http://www.aps.org/meet/APR07/.

Technology Innovation and the Cold War. To be held 9-10 March 2007 at the Hayeg Museum and Library, Wilmington, Delaware. Proposals should be no more than 500 words and accompanied by a short c.v. Deadline: 30 October. Send proposals to Carol Lockman, Hayeg Museum and Library, PO. Box 3630, Wilmington DE 19807. Tel: 302.658.2400, ext. 243, fax: 302.658.5188. E-mail: clockman@Hayeg.org.


Forum on History of Physics. To be held 5-9 March 2007, Denver CO, and 14-17 April 2007, Jacksonville, Fl. Registration and abstract entry for March will be available until late November at http://www.caps.org/meet/MAR07/. Registration and abstract entry for April will be available from early November to early January at http://www.caps.org/meet/APR07/.

Rethinking Health, Culture and Society—Physician-Scientist in the Social Sciences and Medical Humanities. To be held 21-22 April 2007, University of Chicago. Schedule information, abstract submission guidelines and online registration will also be available (as the date of the conference approaches) at: http://www.med.uiuc.edu/SSMHConf.

Cheiron and ESHIS First Joint Meeting. To be held 25-29 June 2007 at University College, Dublin, Ireland. Submissions must be received by 11 January 2007, and must be sent electronically: http://psychology.dur.ac.uk/eshis/.


Les Mots et les Choses au XVIIIe siécle: La Science. To be held 21-22 September 2007 in Lyon, France. Send proposals to Denis Reynaud, Université Lyon 2 / 18, quai Claude Bernard 69625 LYON cedex 07. e-mail: denis.reynaud@univ-lyon2.fr. Deadline: 31 December 2006.

Upcoming Conferences


Technology, Environment and Work. Wayne State University, 19-21 October 2006. Contact Professor Janice Lanza, e-mail: ao1605@wayne.edu.


Benjamin Franklin’s World 1706-2006. Milan (23 October 2006) and Rome (24 October 2006). Contact Marco Sioli at marco.siolli@unimi.it or Daniele Fiorentino at daniele.fiorentino@luis.it.


From Adobe Bricks to Adobe Bytes: Historical Transformations in California. To be held 26-28 October 2006 in San Jose, CA.


Science within the State. Berlin, 9-11 November 2006. Contact Axel C. Huentenhoff (axel.huentenhoff@charite.de), Michael C. Schneider (Michael.Schneider@uni-duesseldorf.de).


Ethnic Pathology in Germany, Russia, Latin America. To be held 24-26 November 2006 at Justus-Liebig-Universitat Gießen, Germany.


Knowledge that Matters. To be held 8-10 February 2007 Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona.

Historicide and Reiteration: Innovation in the Sciences, Humanities and the Arts. 9-10 February 2007, Maastricht University, the Netherlands. Contact Lies Wesseling at lies.wesseling@uk.nl.


Medicine and Culture: Chinese-Western Medical Exchange from the Late Imperial to Modern Periods. To be held at the University of San Francisco on Friday, 9 March 2007. http://www.usfca.edu/rcci.


The Business of Race and Science. To be held 30-31 March 2007, at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Securing the Ultimate Victory – Exploring the History of Military Medicine and Health Care. To be held 12-13 April 2007 at the Army Medical Services Museum, Mytchett, Surrey. Contact armymedicalmuseum@btinternet.com.

The Other Animals: Situating the animal in the Anthropocene. To be held 28-30 March 2007 at The California Maritime Academy.

The following announcements have been edited for space. For full descriptions and the latest announcements, please visit our Web site (http://www.hsonline.org). The Society does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of any item; interested persons should verify all details. Those who wish to publish a future meeting announcement should send an electronic version of the posting to newsletter@hsonline.org.
non-human in Russian Culture and History. To be held 17-19 May 2007 in Rostov-on-Don, Russia.


The American Association for the History of Medicine 80th Annual Meeting to be held in Montreal, Quebec, 3-6 May 2007. For further information, contact Philip M. Teigen at pteigen@nih.gov.


Cultivating the ‘Next’ Agricultural History. Meeting of the Agricultural History Society will be held at Iowa State University, Ames, 21-23 June 2007. http://agriculturalhistory.ndsu.nodak.edu/upcomingevents.html.


Sexual Histories: Bodies and Desires Uncovered. To be held 23-25 July 2007, XIX Centre, University of Exeter.


The Legacy of Ramon y Cajal. Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, PA, 5-7 October 2007. E-mail Cajal@chc.edu.


---

Dissertations


Herzberg, David L. “Designer Consciousness: Medicine, Marketing, and Identity in American Culture from Miltown to Prozac.” The University of Wisconsin, Madison, 2005, 355 pp. 3186104.


Tending the Garden of Knowledge: John Neu

John Neu's career as history of science librarian ranged from the heady days of large-scale collecting trips in Europe to a cash crunch on collections, from the days when librarians catalogued and referenced by hand to the sea change of information technology and processing. Neu (pronounced Nye), who retired at the beginning of the new millennium, spent thirty-seven years as bibliographer for the history of science at the University of Wisconsin Memorial Library in Madison and thirty-three years as the bibliographer for the History of Science Society, compiling the annual *Isis Current Bibliography* and the *Cumulative Bibliography*.

In 1963 the Memorial Library hired Neu, who originally trained in rare book librarianship at the Lilly Library of Indiana University, to help build the history-of-science collection — primarily books from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The university sent Neu to Amsterdam, London, and Milan to meet with book dealers and antiquarians. He also acquired the geology book collection of George White, a historian of geology and professor at the University of Illinois, and the William Cole collection of early chemistry. After a few years the large-scale collecting stopped. "In the Seventies we ran out of money for that," says Neu. It was just as well. Ordering new books for the history-of-science collection, acting as liaison between the university's history of science department and the library, and his new job as bibliographer for the Society kept him busy enough.

Traditionally, the bibliography had been the responsibility of the editor of *Isis*, but as the discipline and the number of publications grew this became increasingly difficult. Under the editorship of Robert Multhauf (1964-1978), the society began to look for someone to take on the bibliography. "Erwin Hiebert, then history of physics professor at Wisconsin asked me if I would be interested," says Neu. "I was." In 1966, at the HSS annual meeting, the council approved Neu's position as bibliographer and the *CB* became a separate publication rather than part of the fourth issue of *Isis*.

With a bachelor's degree in English from Wisconsin and a master's degree in library science, Neu began his library career with little knowledge of history of science. "I self-educated myself when I took up that position," he says. That education provided him with a solid base on which to take on the bibliography and understand its importance. "It's a record of everything that's been done in history of science since its founding, and the chief reference source for new material for just about anybody in the field. I think it's especially important for graduate students entering a new area of research, whether for a paper or a dissertation, to see what had already been done."

George Sarton founded the bibliography the same year he founded *Isis*, 1913, and continued to compile the bibliography until he retired. "It used to be called the Critical Bibliography, because he made critical comments in everything he put in," says Neu. "The comments I made were not critical at all, they were descriptive, so we changed the title from critical to current. Since I'm not a historian, I never felt I should be making critical comments, and I never had time to read everything."

The searching could often be tedious; Neu perused history-of-science lists, the weekly list of books published in almost every country, and Library of Congress catalogue information. Neu did much of the journal searching himself. He enjoyed knowing what everyone was working on and what was new," he says. A joint appointment with the history of science department brought Neu into contact with students, many of whom became friends and some assistants on the bibliography, and he often met with students for a beer on Friday afternoons and for dinners.

In the Eighties, as part of his bibliographical work, Neu worked with the Bibliography Commission of the International Union for the History and Philosophy of Science under the leadership of Renato Massolini to attempt to unite scattered bibliographies. A meeting in Trento, Italy led to the development of the RLG online database with the merging of the *Isis Current Bibliography*, the Italian history of science bibliography, the technology and culture bibliography edited by Henry Lowood, and, later, the Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine bibliography. This database is now available to all HSS members.

At the University of Wisconsin-Madison library press, Parallel Press, is publishing *The Tiger's Child*. "It's their first fiction title and it came about by a fluke. I write mostly for my own entertainment; writing mysteries is like working crossword puzzles. A friend then wanted to read what I'd written. He was president of Friends of the Library, and he was enthusiastic and gave the manuscript to the director of the library. There's so much luck involved in publishing."

His first HSS annual meeting was in 1962, at Indiana University, after the University of Wisconsin-Madison offered him the librarianship position. "I didn't know anybody or much about the history of science. I first started meeting people at the banquet. My table had Richard Westfall, Lynn White, and Rupert Hall. Over the years I've gotten to know just about everybody. I worked with five editors of *Isis*, starting with Robert Multhauf, Arnold Thackray, Charles Rosenberg, Ron Numbers, and Margaret Rossiter. I went to HSS meetings because I felt it important to keep track of what everybody was doing. When you know people it's a way of keeping up with the literature, because you know what subjects are being dealt with in papers at the meeting. And I liked seeing students I had become friends with going on in the profession. I miss that."

Despite retirement, Neu is still involved with the bibliography, as a major donor and as honorary chair of the campaign to endow the bibliographer's position. "It's important. History of science is such an interdisciplinary field and there are lots of bibliographies, but the *Isis* bibliography is one of the few devoted exclusively to history of science, technology, and medicine, and it's selective. We need a lot of the material that isn't of much interest to historians or graduate students."

As a tender of the garden of knowledge, Neu believes the bibliography is the first stop for scholars. "It's almost a complete record of the literature of a discipline. And there aren't many disciplines that have a complete record."

— By Michal Meyer

---

John Neu, Longtime HSS Bibliographer, Contributes Leadership and $15,000

The History of Science Society is delighted to announce that John Neu has accepted the position of Honorary Chair of “The Campaign for the History of Science: Securing the Past for the Future.” Setting an example we hope all will follow, John, profiled here, has contributed his skills and his time, as well as financial resources to HSS. The Society is embarking on a new phase of its service to the discipline and to the profession. We have taken the first step, winning a matching grant from the NEH to endow the Current Bibliography. John’s contribution puts us measurably closer to raising the $500,000 required to receive the grant.

As we move to complete the CB drive, we are planning our next steps. The Campaign for the History of Science, with outgoing Treasurer Marc Rothenberg as Director, will continue to seek support for core functions and new initiatives. In this way, HSS will better serve the field and those dedicated to it, thus securing the past for the future.

— By Joan Cadden
HSS President

Neu retired on January 1, 2000. "It was the end of the century and I was at retirement age —and my profession itself had changed so much. I was happy to retire, though I loved my job the whole time I was doing it. I feel the bibliography is in good hands with Stephen Weldon."

Neu moved from Madison to northern Wisconsin, where he built a house by a lake in the woods (not like Thoreau, he says; the house has central heating). Mystery writing has taken the place of librarianship. This fall the University of Wisconsin-Madison library press, Parallel Press, is publishing *The Tiger’s Child*. "It’s their first fiction title and it came about by a fluke. I write mostly for my own entertainment; writing mysteries is like working crossword puzzles. A friend then wanted to read what I’d written. He was president of Friends of the Library, and he was enthusiastic and gave the manuscript to the director of the library. There’s so much luck involved in publishing."

Neu contributed his skills and his time, as well as financial resources to HSS.

The Society is embarking on a new phase of its service to the discipline and to the profession. We have taken the first step, winning a matching grant from the NEH to endow the Current Bibliography. John’s contribution puts us measurably closer to raising the $500,000 required to receive the grant.

As we move to complete the CB drive, we are planning our next steps. The Campaign for the History of Science, with outgoing Treasurer Marc Rothenberg as Director, will continue to seek support for core functions and new initiatives. In this way, HSS will better serve the field and those dedicated to it, thus securing the past for the future.

— By Joan Cadden
HSS President

Past for the Future. Setting an example we endow the Current Bibliography. John’s contribution puts us measurably closer to raising the $500,000 required to receive the grant. As we move to complete the CB drive, we are planning our next steps. The Campaign for the History of Science, with outgoing Treasurer Marc Rothenberg as Director, will continue to seek support for core functions and new initiatives. In this way, HSS will better serve the field and those dedicated to it, thus securing the past for the future.

— By Joan Cadden
HSS President

[Please contribute to the NEH Challenge Grant to endow the HSS Bibliographer's position, by going to hssonline.org and clicking on “Donate to the Society” on the main page.]
# Donors to NEH Challenge Fund

(As of 1 August 2006) Thank You!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sarton Circle</th>
<th>($2,500 and Above)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Geath</td>
<td>In Honor and Memory of David Diner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&amp; Jane Matthesseit*</td>
<td>John C. Green*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladys Kiepele Delman Foundation</td>
<td>John A. Neu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Purvis Research Foundation</td>
<td>Margaret J. Oder*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles G. Gillispe*</td>
<td>Leblt Rasing Trust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>River Branch Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Rockefeller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lawrence S. Rockefeller Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Virginia &amp; John W. Sever*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles &amp; Michael M. Solis**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Council of Friends of the Society</th>
<th>($1,000 - $2,499)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Frederick Gregory*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele L. Middel</td>
<td>Gerald Holman*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Caddiss*</td>
<td>Shizuo Kyojiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia P. Dowson*</td>
<td>Robert Kohler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Fazzini</td>
<td>Sally-Gregory Kohlhaas*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bernard Leightman*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Robert Multhaup*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Jo &amp; Robert Nye*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John A. Popplestone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heinrich &amp; Ewe von Staden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arnold W. Thackray*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spencer West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas R. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joella &amp; William Yoder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustaining Members</th>
<th>($500 - $999)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clark A. Elliott*</td>
<td>Susan Linder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith &amp; David Goodstein</td>
<td>John Michel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorna Graham</td>
<td>If Jnr &amp; Sally Paickich Rapp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alan Rocke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edward G. Raetow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Shank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nancy G. Strain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lawrence L. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emily Thompson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributors</th>
<th>(Up to $499)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Ken Canecas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renato Acampora*</td>
<td>Elizabeth Guiter*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Albin</td>
<td>Janet Belle-Guiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garth Allen</td>
<td>Patty Gretener*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Anderson</td>
<td>Neal Gillespie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Anger</td>
<td>Mary Louise-Glenos*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toby Appel</td>
<td>Marie Glitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilbur Applebaum</td>
<td>Jan Goliath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam J. Apte</td>
<td>John Gould</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean-François Auger</td>
<td>Sara S. Grodeski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose A. Bach*</td>
<td>Anita Guarshini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Badash</td>
<td>&amp; Michael Osborne*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Barks</td>
<td>Angeline W. Carver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Beller</td>
<td>Paul J. Croc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeanne Becheron</td>
<td>Martin Gutierrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Beyerchen</td>
<td>Beth Hahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Blackmore</td>
<td>Roger Hahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Blair</td>
<td>Hanne Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muriel Blaunder</td>
<td>Bert Hanssen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Boemke-Salle</td>
<td>Katherine Harumadness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Bonier</td>
<td>Jon M. Harmsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Bono</td>
<td>Joseph E. Harmon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ellen Bowden</td>
<td>John L. Heffron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Brook</td>
<td>Kenneth Hellyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Breene</td>
<td>Pamela Hennesey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen G. Brusk*</td>
<td>Edward Parris-Findsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe D. Buschfeld</td>
<td>Roberta Brum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Burt</td>
<td>Raymond E. Ganser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Burszynski</td>
<td>Michael S. Ganser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Callinger</td>
<td>Benjamin Ganser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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* Officers’ Incentive Fund

** in honor of John Neu

Please send corrections to info@hsunonline.org
This is a report of the results of the 2005-2006 HSS Employment Survey. The information provided concerns searches for positions beginning in or around Autumn 2006. We received 37 usable surveys, with a total of 33 hires reported—eight searches were ended and one survey indicated a total of three hires.

Respondents are given the option of indicating one of four categories to describe their position: I) HP/STM was the primary area of expertise desired; II) HP/STM was only a supporting or secondary area of expertise; III) HP/STM was one of several possible areas of expertise desired in the candidate, or IV) HP/STM did not factor at all in the job search. This year, all surveys fell into Categories I and III.

Of the 26 Category I searches, 12 were permanent positions and 14 were temporary. Four permanent positions were awarded to males and 7 to females; the last one did not include a record of the gender of the successful candidate. Of the temporary positions in Category I, 4 went to male candidates and 7 to female candidates, and 3, though filled, do not indicate gender.

Category III jobs, or jobs for which HP/STM is one of several possible areas of expertise, there were two permanent positions, and both were awarded to male candidates. Of the 5 temporary Category III positions, 2 were given to males, and 3 to females.

In summary, 17 of the 29 hires for which gender was reported, both permanent and temporary, were awarded to women (59% of the posts for which gender was indicated). This is especially interesting in light of the recent Society-wide survey that indicated a 66/34% ratio of male to female members. However, Adrian Morse of the HSS Executive Office reports that further examination of that survey data suggests that the gap in male/female participation in scholarship has decreased dramatically in the past ten years; it appears from survey results that students currently enrolled in graduate programs are equally as likely to be female as male.

There were few comments on the applicant pools this year; all of them laudatory. Applicant groups were described as "outstanding" and "rich and diverse." There were more critical comments from the other direction; job-seekers reported several problems. A general complaint concerned the lack of job openings at middle (associate professor) rank, a fact supported by the preponderance of assistant professor positions advertised in this year’s survey. Of the 14 permanent positions recorded in this year’s survey, 12 were for assistant professor positions; one was for an archivist, and the last for a full professorship. This at least indicates that there are more positions for young graduates, though a multi-year study would have to be conducted in order to reveal if this is a promising trend.

More specific replies indicate the need for better interviewing and hiring practices. One wrote: “I wish I had been rejected from the places which rejected me as soon as they knew. Some took 7 months to tell me they were no longer considering me when I had never gotten a preliminary interview, and some have never responded…” Another reply indicates the need for Society-wide responsibility for unprejudiced behavior: “Interview lists,” she wrote, should be “monitor[ed] . . . for overt and covert discrimination on the basis of gender and age, ethnicity, [and] other aspects not related to past or present professional accomplishments.” She also recommended that HSS “provide or mediate letters of reference for independent scholars as they cannot fairly compete against inflated letters of recommendation from major universities. . . .”

While the Employment Survey is an adequate gauge of trends in hiring in the history of science and related fields, it is increasingly becoming very difficult to retrieve the type of information necessary to reach any specific conclusions. For example, one of our survey questions asks if the respondent’s institution allows for the disclosure of information about the sex and minority status (as defined by the institution) of applicants. Seventy-five percent of the surveys indicated that they were prohibited from doing so (although three of them disclosed minority status information and over half gave us gender information). Some respondents declined filling out information on relatively personal grounds; one wrote: “There are limits to information I will provide about any individual.”

The difficulty of obtaining significant results has led this author to wonder if the days of the efficacious Employment Survey are over. Yet the applicant comments remind us that even if the Survey ceases to be a tool for gaining statistical data regarding the make-up of our Society, it will continue to serve as a clearinghouse for grievances and thus, as a catalyst for examination of our professional practices. The goal of the Women’s Caucus in sponsoring the Annual Employment Survey is to safeguard not only the rights of women, but the rights of all HSS members in their searches for employment and professional exhibition.

If participants or readers of the survey have any suggestions, please send them to Cornelia Lambert, Department of the History of Science, Physical Sciences, Room 622, The University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019-0315, or clambert@ou.edu. I would like to express my appreciation to Jay Malone and Adrian Morse at the HSS Executive Office for getting the survey online this year, and to both Adrian and Lynnette Regouby for comments and conversation regarding survey data.

### EMPLOYMENT SURVEYS OVER THE YEARS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>% of Female Hires</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000-2001</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-2002</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002-2003</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-2005</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-2006</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The percentage of female hires has increased significantly the past two years, reaching its highest point ever in this year’s survey – despite a pool of applicants that remains highly skewed (63% of the total applicant pool was male this year).

Reminder: The Isis Bibliography from 1975 to the present is available online with the Research Libraries Group (RLG). Members of the Society may use “Y6.G19” as a “User Name” and “HSSDEMO” as a “Password.”
### CATEGORY I; HP/STM WAS THE PRIMARY AREA OF EXPERTISE DESIRED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Description</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Advertising Media</th>
<th>Rank Offered</th>
<th>Total # Applicants</th>
<th>Successful Candidate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew University</td>
<td>S, T, D</td>
<td>1, 4</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>102: 40, 62</td>
<td>M, yes, yes, 2006, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana University</td>
<td>P, D</td>
<td>4, 6</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>80: --, --</td>
<td>M, no, no, 2004, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto</td>
<td>S, M, P, D</td>
<td>3, 4, 5, 6, 7</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>35: 21, 14</td>
<td>F, no, yes, 2000, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins University</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1, 5, 6</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>23: --, --</td>
<td>F, no, yes, --, History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mississippi State University</td>
<td>S, T, W, D</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>42: --, --</td>
<td>F, no, yes, 2006, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Guelph</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>66: --, --</td>
<td>F, yes, yes, 2000, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Melbourne</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>4, 5, 6</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>22: 1, 21</td>
<td>--, --, --, --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of North Carolina, Wilmington</td>
<td>S, T, W, D</td>
<td>1, 3, 5</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>~90: --, --</td>
<td>M, --, yes, 2002, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>M, D</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 5, 6</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>116: --, --</td>
<td>F, No, No, (expt.), HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Puget Sound</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>1, 3, 4, 5</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>~60: --, --</td>
<td>F, yes, yes, 2004, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of the Pacific</td>
<td>S, T, D</td>
<td>1, 5</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>83: 31, 52</td>
<td>M, no, no, 2002, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1, 4, 5</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Description</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Advertising Media</th>
<th>Rank Offered</th>
<th>Total # Applicants</th>
<th>Successful Candidate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Institute of Technology</td>
<td>S, P, D</td>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>VF</td>
<td>15: --, --</td>
<td>F, yes, yes, 1987, --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian S&amp;T Historical Association</td>
<td>S, T, M, D</td>
<td>2, 4, 7</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>4: 1, 3</td>
<td>M, no, no, --, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colby College</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>22: 7, 15</td>
<td>M, no, no, 2001, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dept. of Philosophy, Bielefeld University</td>
<td>P, D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>9: 4, 5</td>
<td>M, no, no (expt.), HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durham University</td>
<td>O, D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>RF</td>
<td>12: --, --</td>
<td>F, no, yes, --, Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geneva Univ., Inst. of Med.&amp;Health</td>
<td>S, M, A, D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>--, --, --, --</td>
<td>--, --, --, --, --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemelson Center, Smithsonian Institution</td>
<td>S, T, M, MU, PH</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 5, 6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12: --, --</td>
<td>--, --, --, --, --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Planck Inst. for the History of Science</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>4, 5, 7</td>
<td>W2 Position</td>
<td>33: 8, 25</td>
<td>F, no, yes, --, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Planck Inst. for the History of Science</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>4, 5, 7</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>68: 36, 32</td>
<td>M, no, no, --, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Planck Inst. for the History of Science</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>4, 5, 7</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>68: 36, 32</td>
<td>F, no, yes, --, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Planck Inst. for the History of Science</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>4, 5, 7</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>68: 36, 32</td>
<td>F, no, yes, --, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwestern University</td>
<td>S, M, P, D</td>
<td>4, 7</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>52: --, --</td>
<td>--, --, --, --</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society for the History of Technology</td>
<td>T, D</td>
<td>2, 5, 7</td>
<td>PD</td>
<td>6: --, --</td>
<td>F, no, no, 2003, STS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Oklahoma</td>
<td>S, D</td>
<td>4, 5, 7</td>
<td>VF</td>
<td>8: 3, 5</td>
<td>F, yes, yes, 2005, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CATEGORY III; HP/STM WAS ONE OF SEVERAL POSSIBLE AREAS OF EXPERTISE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Description</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Advertising Media</th>
<th>Rank Offered</th>
<th>Total # Applicants</th>
<th>Successful Candidate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permanent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Heritage Foundation</td>
<td>A, MU, PH</td>
<td>3, 5, 7</td>
<td>Archivist</td>
<td>15: --, --</td>
<td>M, no, no, --, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M, no, no, --, HP/STM</td>
<td>A, MU, PH</td>
<td>3, 5, 7</td>
<td>Archivist</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCLA</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1, 3, 7</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>~150: --, --</td>
<td>M, no, no, (expt.), Soc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Description</th>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Advertising Media</th>
<th>Rank Offered</th>
<th>Total # Applicants</th>
<th>Successful Candidate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temporary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amherst College</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 5, 7</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>18: --, --</td>
<td>M, --, yes, 2003, HP/STM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvey Mudd College</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 7</td>
<td>VF</td>
<td>~35: --, --</td>
<td>F, no, yes, 2000, STS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humanities Center, Haverford College</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>3, 4, 7</td>
<td>AST</td>
<td>36: --, --</td>
<td>M, no, no, 2003, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Planck Inst. for the History of Science</td>
<td>S, S</td>
<td>4, 5, 7</td>
<td>WM</td>
<td>42: 12, 30</td>
<td>F, no, yes, --, Hist. of Art</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY:**
- **T** Training in History of Technology
- **W** Ability to teach American or Western History Survey
- **A** Archival Training, Experience
- **B** B.A. only
- **D** PhD or equivalent in hand at time of starting
- **M** Training in History of Medicine
- **MD** Medical Degree
- **MU** Museum Training, Experience
- **O** Other specific training
- **P** Training in Philosophy of Science
- **PH** Public History
- **S** Training in the History of Science
- **STS** Training in Science, Technology, and Society
- **RANK** RANK
- **T** Training in History of Technology
- **W** Ability to teach American or Western History Survey
- **A** Archival Training, Experience
- **B** B.A. only
- **D** PhD or equivalent in hand at time of starting
- **M** Training in History of Medicine
- **MD** Medical Degree
- **MU** Museum Training, Experience
- **O** Other specific training
- **P** Training in Philosophy of Science
- **PH** Public History
- **S** Training in the History of Science
- **STS** Training in Science, Technology, and Society
- **RD** Research Fellow
- **RF** Research Fellow
- **VF** Visiting Faculty
- **WM** Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter
- **ADVERTISING MEDIA**
- **1** Chronicle of Higher Education
- **2** SHOT Newsletter
- **3** HSS Newsletter and/or website
- **4** HSS Newsletter and/or website
- **5** H-Net
- **6** AAHM Newsletter
- **7** AAHM Newsletter
- **8** Chronicles of Higher Education
- **9** HSS Newsletter and/or website
- **10** H-Net
Chemical Heritage Foundation
BECKMAN CENTER FOR THE HISTORY OF CHEMISTRY
2007–2008 Fellowships

Applications must include a research proposal of no more than 1,000 words addressing the relevance of CHF resources. The proposal should also explain how the work advances scholarship and how the outcome might be published. Include a CV and arrange for two letters of reference to be sent directly to CHF. For further information visit www.chemheritage.org or e-mail fellowships@chemheritage.org.

Long-Term Fellowship Opportunities
Deadline: 15 January 2007

Gordon Cain Fellowship
This nine-month fellowship is open to Ph.D. scholars who plan to conduct historical research on the development of the chemical industries. Working with Beckman Center staff, the Cain Fellow will organize a one-day conference, inviting scholars to discuss the subject of the fellow’s research.

John C. Haas Fellowship
This nine-month fellowship is open to Ph.D. scholars whose research will enhance public understanding of the chemical industries in relation to societal, environmental, health, and safety issues. Two fellowships offered.

Charles C. Price Fellowship
This nine-month fellowship is open to scholars pursuing research on the history of the chemical sciences and technologies. Preference is given to applicants with projects on the history of polymers; however, scholars interested in other fields are also encouraged to apply. The Charles C. Price Fellowship was created by friends and admirers of Professor Price.

Robert W. Gore Fellowship
This twelve-month fellowship is open to advanced Ph.D. candidates with the research expertise, writing skills, and technical background to conduct case studies of materials innovations since 1980 and communicate to academic, policy, and industrial audiences. The Gore Fellow will undertake one case study to be published by CHF, and will also have ample opportunity to pursue individual research and academic interests.

Short-Term Fellowship Opportunities
Deadline: 15 February 2007

Roy G. Neville Fellowship
This two- to three-month fellowship is open to historians of science, technology, and allied fields, as well as to historians of the book and print culture, bibliographers, and librarians, who will make use of the Roy G. Neville Historical Chemical Library. The Neville collection contains approximately 3,000 titles dating from the 15th to the 19th centuries and covering all aspects of the history of chemistry and allied fields. Multiple fellowships offered.

Société de Chimie Industrielle
(American Section) Fellowship
This fellowship is designed to stimulate public understanding of the chemical industries. Applications are encouraged from writers, journalists, educators, and historians of science, technology, or business. The fellow will spend three months in residence at CHF during the summer of 2007. Multimedia, popular book projects and Web-based projects are encouraged. Applicants must specify how the outcomes of their projects will reach a broad audience.

Glean E. and Barbara Hodsdon Ulliot Scholarship
This scholarship sponsors historical research that promotes public understanding of the chemical sciences. Applications are invited from scholars, graduate students, science writers, and journalists. The fellow will spend a minimum of two months in residence at CHF during the summer of 2007.

Research Travel Grants
The Beckman Center for the History of Chemistry also offers grants as needed to cover travel expenses for short-term research in CHF’s Othmer Library of Chemical History and CHF’s historical archives and instrument and art collections. Applicants must submit a CV, a one-page statement of the research project and the applicability of CHF’s resources, a budget estimate, and one letter of reference (sent directly from the source to CHF). See our Web site or contact travelgrants@chemheritage.org for details.

Send inquiries and applications to: Fellowship Coordinator, Chemical Heritage Foundation, 315 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19106-2702 Tel.: 215-925-2222 Fax: 215-629-5269 E-mail: fellowships@chemheritage.org
Isis Books Received


Andrew, Edward G. Patrons of Enlightenment. x + 284 pp., bibl., index. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006. $55 (cloth). 082090648.


Bussotti, Paolo. From Format to Gauss: Inductive Defect and Methods of Reduction in Number Theory. vii + 574 pp., bibl., index. Augsburg: Dr. Erwin Rainer Verlag, 2006. Euro27.50 (paper). 3936905185.


Eames, David. Fearless Pursuit of Genius. (The Dana Foundation Series on Neuroethics) xxi + 246 pp., illus., bibl., index. Malden: Blackwell Publishers (cloth). 0-521-81012-4.


Henning, Eckart, Marion Kazemi (Editors). Dablers Archivgespräche. (Herausgegeben vom Archiv zur Geschichte

Prior to the publication of each Newsletter, the HSS Executive Office receives from the Isis Editorial Office a list of books received by that office for potential review. This list appears here quarterly; it is not compiled from the annual Current Bibliography. You may also view this list and prior lists online at http://www. hssonline.org/society/isis/mf_isis.html.
**Chemical Heritage Foundation**

Philadelphia, PA

The Chemical Heritage Foundation grew out of the idea that the heritage of the chemical and molecular sciences was worthy of attention. Bridging the gap between the humanities and the sciences, the Foundation houses in its collections art and artistic creations, artifacts, manuscripts, and apparatus, and captures scientific content, examples of innovation and discovery, and lessons learned by scientists, innovators, and entrepreneurs.

The Chemical Heritage Foundation seeks as President an individual with the unique talents of a scholar and an entrepreneur; one who combines a passion for the long sweep of chemistry and molecular science with the drive to build and sustain a successful enterprise. Reporting to the CHF Board of Directors, the President of CHF provides leadership to the Foundation and its programs. S/he has management and oversight responsibilities for the day-to-day operations of the Foundation and its programs. S/he has management and oversight responsibilities for the day-to-day operations of the Foundation and its programs. S/he has management and oversight responsibilities for the day-to-day operations of the Foundation and its programs. S/she has management and oversight responsibilities for the day-to-day operations of the Foundation and its programs. S/he has management and oversight responsibilities for the day-to-day operations of the Foundation and its programs. S/he has management and oversight responsibilities for the day-to-day operations of the Foundation and its programs.

The successful candidate will be a leader in the chemical and molecular sciences and/or the history of science, technology or medicine more broadly and will articulate the vision of CHF with energy and passion. S/he will demonstrate experience in institution building, have excellent management skills and a passion for the mission of CHF to preserve, educate and inspire.

**Inquiries, nominations and applications (current resumes) should be directed electronically to:**

Kim M. Morrison, Ph.D., Managing Director or
Molly Collet, Vice President and Senior Associate
Diversified Search Rie & Berndtson
2005 Market Street, Suite 3300, Philadelphia, PA 19103
Tel: 215-666-3788
Email: CHF@RDYSRCOM

For additional information, please consult the Chemical Heritage Foundation website at http://www.chemheritage.org

CHF is an Equal Opportunity Employer

---

**President**

The Chemical Heritage Foundation Newsletter October 2006

---

**Call for Submissions:**

**To all journalists:** Does the new commercial space sector whet your whistle? Do you have an interest in NASA, astronomy, remote sensing, international space achievements or just about anything that goes sub-orbital and above? If you want to write, or have written, about everyone from the “Blurt Rutan” to the “Michael Griffin’s of the space sector or the space-related products, the new old businesses or almost anything relevant or somewhere in between, you want in a position to contribute?

The context has two categories. One is for published work, in which a piece of space journalism has been written in the last five years. The second category is for anyone in the submission will be of a piece written by any author, original, factual, human-interest, 2,000 word maximum feature on the space sector.

**Contact Information:**

NewForks, LLC
Suite 182, 230 Old Lyme Rd.
Norwalk, CT 06856
Tel: 203-573-5757
Fax: 203-573-5757

newforks@newforks.com

---
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The Stanford Center for Biomedical Ethics (SCBE) invites applications for two post-doctoral training fellowships beginning in August 2007. We seek candidates from a variety of backgrounds, especially 1) genetic research, or 2) social sciences, humanities, law, or policy for two-year appointments. Deadline for applications is 1 January 2007. For more information, e-mail cirgepostdocapp@lists.stanford.edu.

Washington University Postdoctoral Fellows receive two-year appointments with stipends. All materials must be submitted in paper copy to: Steven Zwicker, Department of English, Washington University. Campus Box 1122, One Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO 63130. Tel: 314-935-5190. Deadline: 29 October 2006. Further information: http://artsci.wustl.edu/~zwicker/mellonpostdoc/.

The International Dissertation Research Fellowship (IDRF) program is designed to support distinguished graduate students in the humanities and social sciences conducting dissertation research outside the United States. Further information: http://www.ssrc.org/programs/idrf or contact program staff at idrf@ssrc.org.

Johns Hopkins University and Georgetown University are jointly offering a three-year post-doctoral fellowship position beginning September, 2007. Research interests should link history with ethical issues in medicine, science, and/or health policy. Deadline: 1 January 2007. Send a c.v., three letters of reference, copies of undergraduate/graduate transcripts, a writing sample, and a personal statement for the fellowship to: Dr. Ruth Faden, History of Medicine and Greenwall Fellowship, c/o Bioethics Institute, Johns Hopkins University, 100 North Charles St., Suite 740 Baltimore, MD 21201. Further information: http://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/bioethics/Academics/Greenwall/greenwall.html. (See advertisement on page 9)

The American Academy of Arts and Sciences invites postdoctoral scholars and untenured junior faculty to apply for research fellowships for the 2007-2008 year. Postmark Deadline: 16 October 2006. For more information, visit: http://www.amacad.org/projects.aspx. Or e-mail: vsp@amacad.org.

The Rice University History Department invites applications for a tenure-track assistant or associate professorship in the field of history of science, and/or technology with a base in the U.S. The appointment begins 1 July 2007. Submit letter of application, c.v., three letters of recommendation, a chapter-length writing sample, and evidence of teaching qualifications by 1 December 2006 to: Chair, History of Science Search, Rice University, Department of History, MS# 42, PO Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251-1892.

The University of Pittsburgh invites applications for a tenure-track position in History and Philosophy of science. Rank Open. Review of complete applications will begin on 1 December 2006 and will continue until the position is filled. Applicants must submit a c.v., at least three confidential letters of reference, or, for senior candidates, names of three referees; evidence of teaching ability; and samples of recent writing. Inquiries to: The Appointment Committee, Department of History and Philosophy of Science, 1017 Cathedral of Learning, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. (See advertisement on page 9)

The University of King's College invites applications for a tenure-stream appointment in the field of modern history of science and technology. The appointment will be at the rank of Assistant Professor and will begin on 1 July 2007. Application deadline: 4 December 2006. Send c.v., statement outlining current and future research interests, examples of publications and materials relevant to teaching experience, and three letters of recommendation to: Professor Stephen Snobelen, Director, History of Science and Technology Programme, University of King's College, 6550 Coburg Road, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada B3H 2A1. Tel: 902.422.1271, ex. 139. E-mail: snobelen@dal.ca. Further information: http://www.ukings.ca.

The Department of History of Science and Technology of the Johns Hopkins University seeks limited-term Assistant Professor in the history of East Asian science and technology, beginning 1 July 2007. Deadline: 10 December 2006. Send description of current/future research, teaching interests and experience, c.v., and three letters of reference to: Prof. Sharon Kingsland, Department of History of Science and Technology, Johns Hopkins University, 5305 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Maryland, USA 21218. fax: 410.516.7502. E-mail: sharon@jhu.edu.

The Department of Science & Technology Studies at Cornell University invites applications for a professorial position at either tenure-track or associate level. Applications will be reviewed beginning 1 October, 2006 until the position is filled. Submit a letter of application explaining research and teaching interests with regard to this position, c.v., sample syllabi for undergraduate and graduate courses, sample of written work, and three letters of recommendation to: Professor Ronald Kline, Chair, Department of Science & Technology Studies, 306 Rockefeller Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853. Tel: 607.255.3810.